Using a recent convex formulation of IBM Model 2, we propose a new initialization scheme which has some favorable comparisons to the standard method of initializing IBM Model 2 with IBM Model 1. Additionally, we derive the Viterbi alignment for the convex relaxation of IBM Model 2 and show that it leads to better F-Measure scores than those of IBM Model 2.
Introduction
The IBM translation models are widely used in modern statistical translation systems. Unfortunately, apart from Model 1, the IBM models lead to non-convex objective functions, leading to methods (such as EM) which are not guaranteed to reach the global maximum of the log-likelihood function. In a recent paper, Simion et al. introduced a convex relaxation of IBM Model 2, I2CR-2, and showed that it has performance on par with the standard IBM Model 2 (Simion et al., 2013) .
In this paper we make the following contributions:
• We explore some applications of I2CR-2. In particular, we show how this model can be used to seed IBM Model 2 and compare the speed/performance gains of our initialization under various settings. We show that initializing IBM Model 2 with a version of I2CR-2 that uses large batch size yields a method that has similar run time to IBM Model 1 initialization and at times has better performance.
• We derive the Viterbi alignment for I2CR-2 and compare it directly with that of IBM Model 2. Previously, Simion et al. (2013) had compared IBM Model 2 and I2CR-2 by using IBM Model 2's Viterbi alignment rule, which is not necessarily the optimal alignment for I2CR-2.
We show that by comparing I2CR-2 with IBM Model 2 by using each model's optimal Viterbi alignment the convex model consistently has a higher F-Measure. F-Measure is an important metric because it has been shown to be correlated with BLEU scores (Marcu et al., 2006) .
Notation.
We adopt the notation introduced in (Och and Ney, 2003) of having 1 m 2 n denote the training scheme of m IBM Model 1 EM iterations followed by initializing Model 2 with these parameters and running n IBM Model 2 EM iterations. The notation EG m B 2 n means that we run m iterations of I2CR-2's EG algorithm (Simion et al., 2013) with batch size of B, initialize IBM Model 2 with I2CR-2's parameters, and then run n iterations of Model 2's EM.
The IBM Model 1 and Optimization Problems
In this section we give a brief review of IBM Models 1 and 2 and the convex relaxation of Model 2, I2CR-2 (Simion et al., 2013) . The standard approach in training parameters for Models 1 and 2 is EM, whereas for I2CR-2 an exponentiated-gradient (EG) algorithm was developed (Simion et al., 2013) . We assume that our set of training examples is (e (k) , f (k) ) for k = 1 . . . n, where e (k) is the k'th English sentence and f (k) is the k'th French sentence. The k'th English sentence is a sequence of words e
where l k is the length of the k'th English sentence, and each e (k) i ∈ E; similarly the k'th French sentence is a sequence f
We define e (k) 0 for k = 1 . . . n to be a special NULL word (note that E contains the NULL word). IBM Model 2 is detailed in several sources such as (Simion et al., 2013) and (Koehn, 2004) .
The convex and non-convex objectives of respectively IBM Model 1 and 2 can be found in (Simion et al., 2013) . For I2CR-2, the convex relaxation of IBM Model 2, the objective is given by
For smoothness reasons, Simion et al. (2013) defined log (z) = log(z + λ) where λ = .001 is a small positive constant. The I2CR-2 objective is a convex combination of the convex IBM Model 1 objective and a direct (convex) relaxation of the IBM2 Model 2 objective, and hence is itself convex.
The Viterbi Alignment for I2CR-2
Alignment models have been compared using methods other than Viterbi comparisons; for example, Simion et al. (2013) use IBM Model 2's optimal rule given by (see below) Eq. 2 to compare models while Liang et al. (2006) use posterior decoding. Here, we derive and use I2CR-2's Viterbi alignment. To get the Viterbi alignment of a pair (e (k) , f (k) ) using I2CR-2 we need to find a (k) = (a
m k ) which yields the highest probability p(f (k) , a (k) |e (k) ). Referring to the I2CR-2 objective, this corresponds to finding a (k) that maximizes
Putting the above terms together and using the monotonicity of the logarithm, the above reduces to finding the vector a (k) which maximizes
As with IBM Models 1 and 2, we can find the vector a (k) by splitting the maximization over the components of a (k) and focusing on finding a
In previous experiments, Simion et al. (Simion et al., 2013) were comparing I2CR-2 and IBM Model 2 using the standard alignment formula derived in a similar fashion from IBM Model 2:
Experiments
In this section we describe experiments using the I2CR-2 optimization problem combined with the stochastic EG algorithm (Simion et al., 2013) for parameter estimation. The experiments conducted here use a similar setup to those in (Simion et al., 2013) . We first describe the data we use, and then describe the experiments we ran.
Data Sets
We use data from the bilingual word alignment workshop held at HLT-NAACL 2003 (Michalcea and Pederson, 2003) . We use the Canadian Hansards bilingual corpus, with 247,878 English-French sentence pairs as training data, 37 sentences of development data, and 447 sentences of test data (note that we use a randomly chosen subset of the original training set of 1.1 million sentences, similar to the setting used in (Moore, 2004) ). The development and test data have been manually aligned at the word level, annotating alignments between source and target words in the corpus as either "sure" (S) or "possible" (P ) alignments, as described in (Och and Ney, 2003) . As a second data set, we used the RomanianEnglish data from the HLT-NAACL 2003 workshop consisting of a training set of 48,706 RomanianEnglish sentence-pairs, a development set of 17 sentence pairs, and a test set of 248 sentence pairs.
We carried out our analysis on this data set as well, but because of space we only report the details on the Hansards data set. The results on the Romanian data were similar, but the magnitude of improvement was smaller.
Methodology
Our experiments make use of either standard training or intersection training (Och and Ney, 2003) . For standard training, we run a model in the sourcetarget direction and then derive the alignments on the test or development data. For each of the models-IBM Model 1, IBM Model 2, and I2CR-2-we apply the conventional methodology to intersect alignments: first, we estimate the t and d parameters using models in both source-target and target-source directions; second, we find the most likely alignment for each development or test data sentence in each direction; third, we take the intersection of the two alignments as the final output from the model. For the I2CR-2 EG (Simion et al., 2013 ) training, we use batch sizes of either B = 125 or B = 1250 and a step size of γ = 0.5 throughout.
We measure the performance of the models in terms of Precision, Recall, F-Measure, and AER using only sure alignments in the definitions of the first three metrics and sure and possible alignments in the definition of AER, as in (Simion et al., 2013) and (Marcu et al., 2006) . For our experiments, we report results in both AER (lower is better) and F-Measure (higher is better).
Initialization and Timing Experiments
We first report the summary statistics on the test set using a model trained only in the English-French direction. In these experiments we seeded IBM Model 2's parameters either with those of IBM Model 1 run for 5, 10 or 15 EM iterations or I2CR-2 run for 1 iteration of EG with a batch size of either B = 125 or 1250. For uniform comparison, all of our implementations were written in C++ using STL/Boost containers.
There are several takeaways from our experiments, which are presented in Table 2 . We first note that with B = 1250 we get higher F-Measure and lower AER even though we use less training time: 5 iterations of IBM Model 1 EM training takes about 3.3 minutes, which is about the time it takes for 1 iteration of EG with a batch size of 125 (4.1 minutes); on the other hand, using B = 1250 takes EG 1.7 minutes and produces the best results across almost all iterations. Additionally, we note that the initial solution given to IBM Model 2 by running I2CR-2 for 1 iteration with B = 1250 is fairly strong and allows for further progress: IBM2 EM training improves upon this solution during the first few iterations. We also note that this behavior is global: no IBM 1 initialization scheme produced subsequent solutions for IBM 2 with as low in AER or high in F-Measure. Finally, comparing Table 1 which lists  objective values with Table 2 which lists alignment statistics, we see that although the objective progression is similar throughout, the alignment quality is different.
To complement the above, we also ran intersection experiments. Seeding IBM Model 2 by Model 1 and intersecting the alignments produced by the English-French and French-English models gave both AER and F-Measure which were better than those that we obtained by any seeding of IBM Model 2 with I2CR-2. However, there are still reasons why I2CR-2 would be useful in this context. In particular, we note that I2CR-2 takes roughly half the time to progress to a better solution than IBM Model 1 run for 5 EM iterations. Second, a possible remedy to the above loss in marginal improvement when taking intersections would be to use a more refined method for obtaining the joint alignment of the English-French and French-English models, such as "grow-diagonal" (Och and Ney, 2003) .
Viterbi Comparisons
For the decoding experiments, we used IBM Model 1 as a seed to Model 2. To train IBM Model 1, we follow (Moore, 2004) and (Och and Ney, 2003) in running EM for 5, 10 or 15 iterations. For the EG algorithm, we initialize all parameters uniformly and use 10 iterations of EG with a batch size of 125. Given the lack of development data for the alignment data sets, for both IBM Model 2 and the I2CR-2 method, we report test set F-Measure and AER results for each of the 10 iterations, rather than picking the results from a single iteration. Viterbi Rule In Table 3 we report F-Measure and AER results for each of the iterations under IBM Model 2 and I2CR-2 models using either the Model 2 Viterbi rule of Eq. 2 or I2CR-2's Viterbi rule in Eq. 1. We note that unlike in the previous experiments presented in (Simion et al., 2013) , we are directly testing the quality of the alignments produced by I2CR-2 and IBM Model 2 since we are getting the Viterbi alignment for each model (for completeness, we also have included in the fourth column the Viterbi alignments we get by using the IBM Model 2 Viterbi formula with the I2CR-2 parameters as Simion et al. (2013) had done previously). For these experiments we report intersection statistics. Under its proper decoding formula, I2CR-2 model yields a higher FMeasure than any setting of IBM Model 2. Since AER and BLEU correlation is arguably known to be weak while F-Measure is at times strongly related with BLEU (Marcu et al., 2006) , the above results favor the convex model.
We close this section by pointing out that the main difference between the IBM Model 2 Viterbi rule of Eq. 2 and the I2CR-2 Viterbi rule in Eq. 1 is that the Eq. 1 yield fewer alignments when doing intersection training. Even though there are fewer alignments produced, the quality in terms of F-Measure is better.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we have explored some of the details of a convex formulation of IBM Model 2 and showed it may have an application either as a new initialization technique for IBM Model 2 or as a model in its own right, especially if the F-Measure is the target metric. Other possible topics of interest include performing efficient sensitivity analysis on the I2CR-2 model, analyzing the balance between the IBM Model 1 and I2CR-1 (Simion et al., 2013) components of the I2CR-2 objective, studying I2CR-2's intersection training performance using methods such as "grow diagonal" or "agreement" (Liang et al., 2006) , and integrating it into the GIZA++ open source library so we can see how much it affects the downstream system. partly supported by NSF grants CCF-0915681 and
